The Rossica Society of
Russian Philately

The Rossica Society was born in Igalo, Yugoslavia on 14 April 1929. The brainchild of
Eugene Arkhangelsky, a prominent aero-philatelist and philatelic author, its early adherents
were mostly émigré White Russians who fled their country after the October 1917 coup and
scattered to the four corners of the globe. The political, economic and military upheavals of
the 20th century chased Rossica’s center of gravity from Yugoslavia to the Baltic States and
then to Shanghai, where the war in the Pacific prevented it from distributing its journal, and
WWII wiped out much of its membership. The Society collapsed in early 1942 and took a
decade to reconstitute itself, this time in the U.S., where it remains based to this day.
The purpose of the society then, as now, was to encourage the apolitical study of Russian
philately, postal history and allied collecting fields such as revenues, vignettes, scrip and
picture postcards. It does this by publishing the award-winning “Rossica Journal of Russian
Philately” and a number of book-length translations and monographs, participating in
exhibitions, and making its library – one of the two largest concentrated holdings of Russian
and related-areas philatelic literature in the West – available to the membership.
In its European and Chinese incarnations, it was primarily a society for Russians interested in
philately; today it has become a society for people interested in Russian philately. Although
knowledge of the Russian language is certainly an advantage, it is not a necessity; in fact, a
majority of its 300+ members neither read nor speak Russian.

Imperial Russian Stamps
Although the number of stamps and major varieties issued by
the Imperial Russian government from 1857 to 1917 is
relatively low – fewer than 200 – the possibilities for minor
and “flyspeck” varieties, errors and especially cancellations
are practically endless. There are a number of high-quality,
detailed catalogs available to help the collector navigate this
area.

Row 1: 1858 issues.
Row 2: 1864 and 1865.
Rows 3 & 4: 1902-1904, Levant and China (1916).
Row 5: 1913 Romanov Jubilee.

Imperial Russian Postal History

As would be expected of an empire that stretched from Central
Europe to the Pacific and from the Arctic Ocean to Central Asia,
Russian postal history is a vast field, one in which many areas
remain to be thoroughly explored and described. However,
research into such topics as railroad and ship mail routes, postal
rates, postmarks, censorship and types of mail has expanded
dramatically in the last decade. Much more is known now, and
there are a number of catalogs, books and major articles in English,
Russian and German that can be used to form a coherent exhibit.

A letter from Verkhneural’sk to a guild merchant in the old Tatar town of Kazan’,
arriving in the evening of 19 November 1873.

“Used Abroad”

Just as other European powers had interests and post offices abroad, so too did Imperial
Russia. Through the Russian Society for Steam-shipping and Trade (ROPiT) she extended
her reach to Turkish, Greek, Levantine, Egyptian and Cretan ports around the Black, Aegean
and Mediterranean Seas. Most of those ports had Russian postal operations at one time or
another. In the Pacific area, the Russian-owned Chinese-Eastern Railroad stretched across
Manchuria, and the whole line was dotted with small post offices at the train stations and the
big rail terminals like Harbin. A few large cities in China had Russian post offices, too. The
offices abroad were supplied with special-issue postage stamps and stationery for use on
correspondence emanating from those areas. These, plus the cancellations on standard
Imperial postal issues applied overseas constitute much of the “Used Abroad” field of
Russian philately. It is a wide-ranging collecting area, and some of the issues and usages can
be very expensive.

The Zemstvos
(Rural District
Councils)

Another broad collecting field in Russian philately is that of the elective rural district
councils, or “zemstvos.” These low-level organizations provided services to the local
populace that the Imperial government did not desire to, things such as rural posts,
veterinary services and elementary schools. Many of them issued stamps and
stationery that were valid for postage within their districts. Several excellent zemstvo
catalogs are available, along with an extensive literature.

A combination cover (5-kop. Khar’kov Zemstvo stamp and 2-kop. Imperial Arms
stamp) mailed in Khar’kov on 5 July 1894. The 2-kop. stamp paid for the Imperial
printed matter rate, but the recipient was in the tiny village of Budy, where there
was no state postal branch office, so it had to go the rest of the way by zemstvo
post, thus requiring the 5-kop. stamp at bottom left.

Imperial Russian Revenue Stamps

Imperial Russia began issuing revenue paper under Peter the Great in the late 1600s, and continued
up to 1917, adding revenue and excise stamps in the latter half of the 19th Century. At one point or
another in this 200+-year period the government (from State to town to zemstvo level) taxed
practically everything: land and property sales, tea, cigarettes, alcohol, tub baths, sun-bathing
beaches, court documents, passports, banking transactions, residence permits, carts, horses, barrels of
water, playing cards, railway tickets, maintenance of a police force, construction permits, sale of
merchandise, etc., etc. The result was a tremendous welter of revenue stamps and paper. This is a
particularly challenging field to collect “on document,” and there are several catalogs and numerous
articles to aid in the hunt.

Vignettes
(Cinderellas)

This collecting field – properly termed
“erinophilia” – is closely allied with philately; it
involves the collecting and study of non-postage
stamps issued by private individuals, societies,
committees for special events or causes,
commercial firms and governments, even
warring factions. It is a vast collecting area in
which new discoveries are constantly being
made.
Some of the major categories of erinophilia
include commemoratives, charities, aviation
vignettes, propaganda, commercial advertising
labels, political, societies, and prisoner-of-war
and displaced-persons camps. They were issued
in considerable abundance during WWI and
especially during the Soviet period. Emile
Marcovitch, a Rossica Society member,
published a catalog of these vignettes many
years ago. Since then, a number of articles have
appeared in the Rossica Journal and elsewhere,
adding to his work. A major catalog of these
issues was issued recently in Russia, but it is not
widely available yet.

Deltiology
Russian picture postcards (PPCs) first came
on the scene in the late 1890s. Up to 1917 a
multitude of foreign and domestic PPC
producers and sellers combined to issue
tens of thousands of scenes on the backs of
these cards. Views of buildings, cities,
railroads,
factories,
rural
areas,
geographical features, people, costumes and
especially art works abound, making
Russian deltiology a worthwhile and
enjoyable educational pursuit. An entire
art gallery of Russian paintings on PPCs
awaits the collector, and there are some
publications devoted to this and other
topics.
At right: “Hearty greetings from Syzran’,”
posted from that city’s train terminal to
Vitebsk on 5 December 1911. Below: A
painting
by
Pavel
Aleksandrovich
Svyedomskiy, reproduced on a 1903 card
issued by the Society of St. Eugenia in St.
Petersburg, an affiliate of the Russian Red
Cross.

The Russian Civil War, 1918-1921
Stamps and Postal History
This is a challenging area to collect, as the empire
fragmented and the stage was set for transient
states, long-repressed nationalism,
warring
territories, Allied and German advances and
retreats, White, Red and Green armies sweeping
back and forth, and the inevitable postal chaos that
resulted. There is still considerable room for
research on the postal history side of the Civil War.

Above: Various White armies and corps issued stamps for use in the territories they controlled. Some stamps
never saw use because the armies collapsed before the stamps were delivered. Others were “issued” under
suspicious circumstances. Most have been extensively reprinted and forged, to the point where some
philatelists collect the forgeries instead of the originals. These were issued by the People’s Volunteer Army
under General Denikin in 1919.
Below: “Examined by Military / Censorship of 3rd Army HQ / No. 34” on a card from Morshansk to
Yekaterinburg, August 1919. The 3rd Red Army was operating in the Urals at that time.

The Workers’ and
Peasants Red Army
(RKKA) had a number
of things in common
with
its
imperial
predecessor, not the
least of which was the
mail censor. The early
Red Army censorship
apparatus is not well
described,
but
it
probably
resembled
the imperial model on
a smaller scale.

Stamps of the RSFSR and USSR

The Soviets issued over 6,000 stamps in their 73-year
history, with numerous varieties and errors. Collecting
them all involves considerable expense and time, so some
philatelists limit themselves to the basic varieties, others
to specific issues or time periods. Just the RSFSRSoviet-period “Small Head” series below or the “Star
Overprints” at left can offer a challenging study.

Once the USSR era is reached (August 1923 to December
1991), the stamps and varieties become almost endless.
There are perforation varieties and imperforates, differences
in printings, color shades and “flyspecks.” Even raster
varieties can be collected. Over the years the Rossica
Society Journal has published numerous articles on
distinguishing forgeries, printing varieties and overprint
variations, and the current “Flyspecker” series in the Journal
has publicized a considerable number of printing varieties.
Together they form an indispensable guide to the serious
collector of Soviet stamps.

Soviet Postal History

Although Soviet postal rates and routes (land, sea and air)
have been well-researched and described, there are many areas
within the postal history sphere that remain to be explored.
Regional studies abound, given the vast expanses of the
USSR. Other studies, such as mail delivery methods, mail
processing, unusual usages and cancellations, afford the
collector a fascinating diversion.

A registered cover from the Kerch’ “Yugostal’” Metallurgical Plant and Mines, addressed
to the Kiev Cable Plant and posted on 9 September 1927. It arrived at the Kiev Train
Terminal three days later. The pink-and-black “B” (Cyrillic “V”) is an indicator of
urgency, reinforcing the “Speshnaya pochta” (Express Mail) handstamp at upper right.
The massive industrialization effort from the 1920s on had a profound effect on mail
volume, routing and sorting.

War
The Field Post and Military Censorship
The Imperial and Soviet empires fielded vast armies that generated tremendous amounts of
mail. If a postal historian were to limit collecting to the 20th Century alone, there is the RussoJapanese War (1904-1905), World War I (1914-1918), the Civil War (1918-1922), the Winter
War (1939-1940), World War II (1941-1945 for the USSR), and the Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan (1979-1989). There were many more conflicts on a lesser scale, not to mention the
occupations that resulted. A considerable body of research has been published to support a
good collection. Below are two field post items from WWI and WWII.

At left: A postcard
from the Chief of the
3rd Army HQ Medical
Detachment,
sent
through Field Post
Office letter V on 25
December 1914.
Below: A patriotic
folded letter from Field
Post Number 32645N
via an unknown FPO,
sent on 11 July 1943
and censored.

Social Philately

Above: A national health
slogan reading “Inoculation
guards against illness. The
inoculated person becomes ill
much less often and suffers
the illness considerably less.
Get yourself an inoculation.”
(Cheremushki in Moscow
Oblast’ to Ivanovo, 13 March
1939.
At
right:
A
“Disinfected” handstamp on a
cover from Leningrad to
Murmansk, 27 June 1937.

A fairly recent addition to exhibiting categories approved by the FIP is that of “Social
Philately,” wherein some aspect of society is explored using postal material. These two
covers would demonstrate efforts to prevent the spread of disease.

Topical Collecting

With tens of thousands of stamps, postal stationery issues, maximum cards, First-Day
Covers, club cancels and slogan postmarks that together cover a very large spectrum,
the Soviet and Russian Federation stamp-issuing eras (1918-1991 and 1991-present,
respectively) are especially fertile fields for the topical collector. The space race
between the USA and USSR, for instance, generated a tremendous number of stamp
and stationery issues. The Americans beat the Soviets to the Moon, but the Soviets far
surpassed the U.S. when it came to propagandizing their achievements in space.

A registered cover from Minsk to New York, posted on 15 October 1982. This one item
includes the themes of space exploration, international cooperation, the U.N. and flags.

Russian Federation Stamps and
Postal History
For philatelists, the breakup of the Soviet
Union in 1991 produced a welter of
overprints (real, dubious and bogus),
rapidly-changing postal rates due to
inflation, new issues by the breakaway
republics, changing place names, and
fantasies by the score, produced by
unscrupulous individuals for non-existent
“republics” and localities. The material is
usually cheap, in great abundance, and
poses a considerable challenge to the
collector.

At top: Inflationary overprints for Leningrad Oblast’ and the city of St. Petersburg, on lateSoviet-era stamps. The envelope bears a “St. Peterburg / 450” overprint on a 1-kopeck
stamp, plus the 7-kop. indicium and a 50-kop. Soviet definitive. It was mailed on 3 April
1992 to the Voice of America, Washington, D.C.

The Rossica Society of
Russian Philately
Membership benefits:
Two issues of the Rossica Journal of Russian
Philately per year, appearing in the spring and
fall (or one large double issue at any time). The
usual size runs from 64 to 82 pages.
Access to the Rossica Library. Some items may
be borrowed, others photocopied.
Discounts on book-length Society translations
and monographs, back issues of the Rossica
Journal.
Attend annual and chapter meetings.

Dues: $25 per year, with discount if
paid before 1 January.

Rossica is on the Internet, too:
Go to the Rossica Society home page at:

How to contact us: Write to:
Rossica Society │ http://www.rossica.org
Gary Combs, Rossica President
8241 Chalet Ct.
Millersville, MD 21108

Forum │ http://www.rossica.org/Samovar
(On the Samovar, you can view and post information
about Russian philatelic matters from members.)

or
Dr. Ed Laveroni, Rossica Secretary
P.O. Box 320997
Los Gatos, CA 95032-0116

Bookshop │ http://www.rossica.org/Bookshop
(View a listing and order philatelic books offered by
Rossica and its members.)

The Rossica Society is a non-profit, non-political organization incorporated in the
state of Maryland, and is an affiliate of the American Philatelic Society. It has
approximately 300 members around the world.

